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ABSTRACT: Advances in workplace technology are announced almost daily. What effect are they having on job availability, and
which jobs are threatened? Some question the impact of automation, citing slow productivity growth. Others see an immanent jobless
world, a world without work. Why has automation apparently lagged, with new technology emerging far more rapidly than its use?
What are the policies being proposed to provide income for those without work in a jobless future? This presentation will provide
some tentative answers.

[Slide1-evol] We are at the beginning of a new industrial revolution. When I wrote the first version of this paper
about a year ago, the evidence was murkier. Since then, there has been a wave of technical advances
confirming this. These could lead us to effortless production matched with social disaster: workers without
income, output without buyers, and much more. Computers are making decisions that once were subject to
human judgment, like stock trading 2 or deciding whether a defendant gets bail. [Slide2-drone] They have
changed the way we shop, get hired, and make war. 3 However, there is little evidence yet that they have created
mass joblessness. 4 [Slide3-Prod] The expected speedup of productivity growth, which measures how fast output
per worker is rising, has not happened. 5 Rather, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, [BLS], we are “in
one of its slowest-growth periods since the end of WWII.” 6 Europe’s record 7 is even worse. China’s
productivity growth has fallen, too, though it exceeds rates elsewhere. If technology is rapidly displacing
workers, it should show up here. Why doesn’t it? More on this later.
First, a few definitions. Automation, the broadest term, has been in use since the 1950’s. It can be as
simple as an embroidery machine or as complicated as industrial robots 8 that build cars or software that plays
games. 9 The latter use artificial intelligence [AI]—computer programs which simulate human thinking. 10 AI
you might use includes Google search or Facebook. Robots are “automatically controlled, reprogrammable, and
multipurpose,” but the term can be used somewhat loosely, to include both devices that make cars or unload
ships and those that choose stocks for hedge funds. 11 Once installed, these can work 24/7 at little cost without
breaks, benefits, or grievances. With such breakthroughs as Alphagozero, which in 2017 beat the program 12
that had, [Slide4-KoreanGo] in 2016, defeated the 5th ranked master of Go, the world’s most complicated board
game, “Machines have crossed a threshold. They’ve transcended what humans can do.” 13 [Slide5-alphagozero]
Alphagozero learned strategy in 40 days by analyzing games and playing millions against itself. [Slide6brakes] The potential for social upheaval of such advances has as little place on our political agenda as climate
change. Like climate change, far more expect it to happen than expect it will impact them. Though threequarters of Americans expect AI to destroy jobs, only one-quarter expect that it will be theirs. 14 Young people
see it differently: a future dominated by AI, so that “Some Millennials aren’t saving for retirement because they
don’t think capitalism will exist by then.” 15
Software can now perform tasks formerly deemed impossible: it translates foreign languages and drives
cars. Assessments of the risks to human labor vary. Daniela Rus, who directs MIT’s Computer Science and
Artificial Intelligence Lab, has an optimistic take: the aim of robots is to assist workers, not replace them.
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Doctors working with AI were better than either working alone in detecting cancer. 16 [Slide7-SanFran]
Another example is a robot, that with human help, rents someone a house, just as tax software has supplemented
the work of accountants. McKinsey consultants 17 agree that technology will replace tasks rather than entire
occupations.
Her colleagues, Andrew McAfee and Eric Brynjolfsson, 18 while conceding a wage problem, are
similarly optimistic: previous dire predictions have been wildly wrong, and a focus on jobs lost neglects those
“new jobs and job categories” that will be created by technological change. 19 Who anticipated video game
programmers; social media consultants; telemarketers; or those fighting robo calls? And illegal jobs: drug
dealing empowered by cell phones; 20 or [Slide8-Atlanta] new forms of crime, like cyber-fraud. 21 Think of the
promise of an MIT system that transcribes words only internally verbalized. In one test, it reported opponents’
chess moves and got computer-recommended replies silently. 22
Others, like an analyst at the OECD, believe that during the 21st century, it will be possible to automate
virtually all work. 23 Stephan Hawking was one expecting an ultimate threat within the next century called
“singularity,” when computers replace human intelligence for everything and we become economically
superfluous. 24 [Slide9-no-one] This slide sums it up: no one knows.
Estimates of transition speed vary widely. 25 According to a much-cited, extensive study by Frey and
Osborne, 26 up to 47% of American jobs are at high risk of total automation in the next decade or two,
especially low-wage jobs. The authors estimated the impact on several hundred occupations. Routine jobs are
at risk; those involving human interaction or social intelligence are not. 27 So office support jobs, transportion,
sales, construction and production workers are most at risk. Work requiring originality, negotiation, persuasion,
manual dexterity, social perception and caring for others are all low risk. 28 Most management, business, and
finance occupations, which require social intelligence, are low risk as are most occupations in education,
healthcare, arts and media.
[Slide10-Bloom] Bloomberg mapped their predictions. Probability of being automated is on the
horizontal axis; pay on the vertical. For example, physicians and surgeons are highest paid and least likely to be
automated, and cashiers are low-paid and most likely.fn1 Their site provides wages and probabilities for each
occupation. [Slide11-Fed-skill] Thus far, only the share of middle-skill jobs has contracted. 29 A more recent
study 30 reduced the Frey-Osborne numbers from 47% to just 10%, though others will require retraining. The
authors tried to capture more variability within occupations, and consider ”tasks that are difficult for computers
to manage even within highly automatable jobs.” 31 A recent MIT survey found US job loss projections for years
2025 to 2030 that range from 3.4 to 80 million, and concluded, “There is really only one meaningful
conclusion: we have no idea how many jobs will actually be lost….” 32
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Their average pay is $210 thousand; probability, 0.42%; cashiers: average pay $21, 680, probability, 97%.
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Acemoglu and Restrepo estimated the effects of our relatively few manufacturing robots: every robot
per thousand workers reduces wages up to three-fourths of one percent and replaces up to six workers,
especially blue-collar men, resulting in the loss of an estimated 360 and 670 thousand jobs between 1990 and
2007. 33 In 1990, the manufacturing labor force was aboiut 17.5 million, so maximum loss was less than 4%. [In
2016, there were 18.9 robots per 1000 US workers, 34 so pay loss would be up to 14 percent. 35] Manufacturing
productivity grew rapidly in this period—over 4% a year. 36 Though these authors find the effect of machines
more important than imports or offshoring, others 37 found that between 1999 and 2011, Chinese imports cost far
more jobs—an estimated 985 thousand manufacturing jobs—about 17% of the 5.8 million manufacturing jobs
lost during that time. Some researchers find little job effects from robots. 38 Spence and Hlatshwayo found
nearly 98% of jobs added between 1990 and 2008 were in sectors that did not compete with imports, suggesting
their importance. 39
[Slide12-supply] The question may become more pressing as the supply of industrial robots rises,
especially in Asia. China is by far the largest purchaser, 40 and leads the world in robot patent applications. 41
One global expert jokes that that the main difference between the US and China is not capitalism vs
communism. “It is that one is run by lawyers and the other by engineers,” 42
On a per worker basis, South Korea greatly outpaces it. China’s drive reflects factories looking for
skilled labor and college graduates who don’t want these jobs, a shrinking labor force, and rising wages. 43
Chinese and foreign factory owners have a reputation as stingy and killing bosses. 44 Foxconn, producer of
iphones, where some workers committed suicide by jumping out of factory windows, has a long-term plan of
replacing most workers with robots, already underway. 45 Their interim plan is suicide prevention nets.
[Slide13–Mercedes] Robot manufacturing like that used by Mercedes-Benz auto is spreading from
heavy industry to consumer electronics, clothing and others requiring greater precision. 46 Mercedes itself is
retreating a bit, having learned that workers using more flexible robots beat full automation for smaller
production runs. 47 [Slide14-cellphone] The incentive is production efficiencies. A Chinese cell phone factory
more than doubled production and reduced defects despite firing most workers. Robots are also showing up in
such services as medicine, cleaning, and inspection. 48
This paper aims to explore the threat. What can robots do, and what can’t be automated yet? What are
some problems of computer-assisted decision-making? Why aren’t there major job losses? How best to help
those displaced?
Capitalism has chronic problems of unemployment. Even without recessions, the drive to lower cost
replaces jobs. Concern that machines would degrade work has a long history. [Slide15-Ludd] The resistance of
English textile workers known as Luddites is the most famous. 49 The deprivation of many workers led them to
attack machines. Even if long term job creation more than offsets short-term job loss, the experience of 19th
century Britain shows that the transition can be traumatic. Decades passed before factory wages and conditions
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improved. Similarly for the US: “about six decades for … wages to recover ... after the first industrial age
automation of the 1810s.” 50 Governments, despite popular struggle, 51 took up to a century to respond with new
education and welfare systems. This time the transition is likely to be more disruptive: 52 transfer speed is faster,
and effects are global. The US version of worker resistance is the Trump victory, according to a study by British
researchers. With robot adoption 2 percent lower during 2011-15, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania
would have gone Democratic. 53
The threat of automation dates from the 1950’s, 54 with cars, steel and other industries. 55 Another wave
began in the 1980s, with computers replacing secretaries. Each time, automation threatened jobs. Each time,
technology created more jobs than it destroyed. Will it be different this time? 56 ATMs replaced bank tellers, but
made new branches cheaper. Their spread created more jobs in sales and customer service. Only now are jobs
for bank tellers declining. 57 E-commerce at first increased overall retail employment, though it is now stagnant.
Unfortunately, most jobs created are for people other than the ones who lost them. Male English artisans lost
their jobs to children, about half the textile workforce in the 1830’s. 58 The teller unqualified for a job with
Google may be demoted to one at McDonalds. Some industries have already been transformed. The
Blockbuster video chain disappeared completely, with new ways of delivering films. Physical formats of
music, especially cd’s, have been decimated, though recorded music revenues, especially from streaming, have
risen since 2010. 59
Unlike early automation, which replaced hand labor, AI affects professions—loan officers, lawyers, and
journalists. When jobs were destroyed in agriculture, others were created in factories; later, factory automation
was offset by service jobs. Today there is no such obvious replacement sector, though we have a poor record in
predicting new industries. 60
Let’s look at some of what computers already do.
•

[Slide16-surgical] In the medical field, they read images, stitch soft tissue, outperforming their teachers; 61
help with knee replacements, 62 and do intial diagnosis. 63 [Slide17-Rehab] Robots have helped to provide
physical therapy for decades. Here one guides limb movements of recovering stroke victims, 64 [Slide18frail] or moves patients.

•

Computer programs write copy faster than writers, so Associated Press publishes quarterly earnings reports
for 4,000 companies, up from 400. 65 [Slide19-sports] Though sports reports provide the facts, they lack the
human interest of the writer [in blue].

•

Chatbots, robots simulating human speech, are coaching call-center workers. The software might
recommend talking more slowly or warn that the customer seems upset. They can also be used for
customer service themselves. 66 Robots clone a voice after listening to a few brief samples and can fool a
voice-recognition system most of the time. 67
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•

In Turkey, AI and robotics repair potholes. Replacing the usual patches, “the equipment precision-cuts out
the pothole and an area around it and vacuums up waste. The hole is filled by a robotic arm with an exactlysize plug. This expands to form a smooth, tight-fitting bond. The repair takes less than two minutes, and at
far lower cost, outlasts traditional methods. 68
•

[Slides20-hotel] Japan’s scarce labor encourages robot use: a hotel mostly staffed by robots; 69 another has
self-parking slippers; 70 [Slide21-JapanTab] drones supplement scarce construction workers. 71 They do site
surveys, add results to blueprints which are downloaded to construction equipment via satellite. The system
guides operators--even the inexperienced. 72 Collaborative robots, “cobots,” save labor without replacing it
in small-batch manufacturing and simple processes like packing rice balls. 73

•

{Slide22- Security] Security robots—fortunately, still problems. 74

•

Autonomous trucks threaten 3½ million drivers. 75 Michigan allows them, traveling in fleets at
electronically coordinated speeds. 76 An Uber self-driving car has already killed a pedestrian. In California,
they violated traffic laws, like going through red lights. 77 China is testing “smart roads for [its] smart cars,”
including electric-battery rechargers. 78 [Slide23-Taxi] An autonomous flying taxi is being tested in New
Zealand. 79

•

[Slide24-Rembrandt] With help from Dutch art historians, 80 AI and 3-D-printing produced a portrait similar
to a Rembrandt. [Slide25-Furness] More useful, robotic tools aid artists, but put assistants out of work.

•

A robot lawyer, DoNotPay, 81 helps users contest parking tickets. Its questions help it decide whether an
appeal is possible, then guides users through one. It’s free, and in its first 21 months, won neaerly two-thirds
of thousands of appeals it accepted in London and New York. 82 It’s now helping refugees file immigration
applications. 83

•

Walmart’s shelf-scanning robots check missing labels, prices, and update inventory. 84 Here is Amazon’s
warehouse operation. [Slide26-AmazonWareh]

•

[Slide 27-McDonald] McDonald’s app lets diners place orders for pickup. Ordering kiosks store customer
choices and check the weather so menus can highlight items preferrd on hot, cold or rainy days. 85 These
gave McDonald’s 50% more revenue per worker than the previous year but overwhelmed with extra work,
workers are quitting. 86

•

You’d think actors or weather reporters would be safe. They’re not. In a 2006 film, Superman lands a plane
in a crowded baseball stadium. 50,000 people were portrayed by 200 extras; everyone else was digital.
[Slide28-Hepburn] A new technology permits the use of dead actors, 87 like Audrey Hepburn: computergenerated imagery was imposed on a young actor’s body. 88 Not great acting yet, but perhaps a future
threat. 89 A Microsoft robot reports on the weather on live TV in China, using “big data to learn about and
interpret weather readings.” It scored as nearly human in tests of linguistic naturalness. 90
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A Chinese-owned Arkansas factory combines machine vision and robots to sew a projected 23 million Tshirts a year, one each 26 seconds for 33 cents. One worker managing robots replaces 17. The software was
developed by American engineers with a DARPA grant. 91

•

A few hundred traders on the New York Stock Exchange replaced thousands working in 2000, with
algorithms making trading decisions. Goldman-Sachs warns 92 that greater “financial fragility” results. 93

•

An algorithm “trained on millions of reactions” permits chemists to create organic compounds, like new
drugs, with much less research. 94
Computer programs can plow through massive data sets—loan applications, résumés, or teacher

evaluations—and choose the top candidates, making decisions once performed by professionals. 95 AI is a major
force driving new technology, such as speech recognition, used by Apple’s Siri; machine translation; and expert
systems. These are programs which embody the knowledge of experts, such as those making high-risk credit
decisions. 96 [SLIDE29-Simon78%] Herbert Simon, 97 an economics Nobelist, all-round genius, and a supporter
of NJFAC, and Allen Newell invented the field of AI in the 1950s. [Slide30-AIDeep] It is embodied in
algorithms, which are a step-by-step set of operations that guide a computer in problem-solving. Alan Turing,
the British mathematician who broke the enigma code, wrote the first ones. 98 At first, programmers had to
write programs defining the task accurately and completely. This is limiting, as tasks such as translation are too
complex for definition. 99
Some algorithms now allow computers to learn on their own, called machine learning. 100 This type of AI
permits algorithms to improve their own performance. 101 Programmers choose the right algorithm and train it
with large data sets, say hundreds of thousands of images labeled “this is a dog; this is a cat.” 102 These permit it
to learn a task, as simple as spam filters for email. 103 The software then creates rules on how to analyze new
data. Machine learning guides Facebook’s news feed, 104 and data mining, used for directed marketing. The
software corrects itself through trial and error, made rapid with current computing power. 105 It discovers which
answer has the highest probability of being right. 106
Deep learning is an advanced form of machine learning that requires less programmer intervention, and
is inspired by the way the brain understands new information. It is now being used to design other software—so
software designers, too, will lose jobs. 107 Google Translate, 108 facial recognition, 109 and teaching self-driving
cars to merge on a 4-lane highway also come from deep learning. 110 Given sufficient images, it can recognize a
pedestrian at a crossway, 111 and “can now text jaywalkers a fine.” 112
No one could program computers to do this, 113 and in fact the programmers don’t know how the
algorithm works. 114 “They are difficult (sometimes impossible) to understand, tricky to debug, and harder to
control.” 115 Researchers are now trying to reverse engineer the process, to find out where a choice was made,
and how much it influenced the results. 116 This is important, as algorithms, guided by racially-based training
data provided by insensitive or biased programmers, can make biased or erroneous decisions. 117
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Algorithms that determine what an object is–say, a dog or a pedestrian–have a vulnerability called an
adversarial example. 118 The object looks one way to the human eye, but the algorithm sees it differently: for
example, a 15 mph road sign interpreted as a yield sign. Google researchers convinced a computer that any
object is a toaster. With the method available online, hackers can duplicate it, and as yet there is no defense. 119
Google Translate was highly inaccurate and almost useless when it was launched in 2006. The latest
version is a smartphone app that permits both typing and speaking text. The user can then either read or hear the
answer. Not yet perfect, it’s a threat to translators and a boon to travelers who don’t know Czech, Yoruba, or
others of more than 100 languages. Scanning text with the phone’s camera permits reading street signs, all for
free. Its improvement shows off deep learning. Translate has absorbed “gigantic quantities of parallel texts.”
One particularly good source has been the European Union’s official publications, available in all member
languages. 120 The system translates not only what it has been directly instructed to do, but once it could
translate English into Korean and back, as well as English to Japanese, it was able to translate Korean directly
into Japanese. 121
[Slide31-Translate] Here are three versions of a passage of Hemingway. The first is a translation from
the Japanese done before the recent advance; the second is Hemingway, and the third is the current version of
Translate, almost perfect with a few exceptions in red.
If jobs of the future are only those that computers can’t do, 122 which skills are best to cultivate?
Brynjolffson and Mcafee sum up three areas where we still beat machines:
•

Creative endeavors such as writing, entrepreneurship, and scientific discovery. Though computers have
written music in the style of Bach, and painted in the style of Picasso, 123 this is not artistic creation.

•

Social interactions depend on tacit knowledge, most difficult for robots. People sensitive to the needs of
others make good managers, salespeople, nurses, and teachers. Consider, for example, the plight of a robot
giving a pep talk to a sports team. Digital assistants lack the range of human speech and knowledge of
what it means. This might require computers that match human intelligence. 124 Jobs for those with both
cognitive and social skills are expanding. 125 However, just as we prefer a handmade pot or gourmet cuisine,
but sometimes end up with a plastic plate or food from McDonald’s, so too we may prefer the care of
humans but end up with online courses or robot care when their relative cost plummets.

•

Even a child is better than a robot at picking up a pencil. Humans have great agility and physical
dexterity. Gardening and housekeeping are mostly not well done by robots. A robot can’t do the work of a
skilled hair cutter, which combines dexterity with creativity. Bricklayers seemed safe, according to a
report 126 in March, contradicted by another report less than two weeks later: 127 that machines can lay brick
several times faster than workers. Robots to replace burger makers are so far unsuccessful—they require
too much human help and are too slow. 128
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But robot dexterity is improving: [Slide32-backflip] A robot developed for the military can now do backflips, a
technical marvel, indicating that robots can become as agile as we are. 129 It’s not clear what job this flip will
replace, but killer robots seem to be on the agenda. Human-robot interaction is overcoming some limitations of
robot physical dexterity. The human operator sees what the robot sees through special googles, then makes the
movements required of the robot. This is useful for disaster intervention, or operating in a toxic environment. 130
It is cheering news that the humanities may make a comeback. Of Google’s ranked list of traits of its
best managers, technical skills is the 8th—after human relations skills, such as empowering and listening to
others, 131 though of course all Google employees have high technical skills. A labor economist agrees—skills
that will endure are understanding people and cultural sensitivity rather than narrow technical training, and
these are best developed studying the humanities. 132
The new technologies threaten more than jobs. They have increased inequality, reduced privacy and
sometimes discriminate. Critic Cathy O’Neill 133 warns, "Decisions [on]—where we go to school, whether we
get a car loan, how much we pay for health insurance—are being made …by mathematical models. In theory,
this should lead to greater fairness: Everyone ...judged ...[by]the same rules…. But… the opposite is true. The
models …are opaque, unregulated, and uncontestable…. Most troubling, they reinforce discrimination: …” 134
An example: “in Florida, adults with clean driving records and poor credit scores paid an average of $1552
more [for auto insurance] than [similar people] with excellent credit and a drunk driving conviction.” 135 Judges
in more than 45 states use algorithms to rule on parole, “or even influence jail sentences.” 136
Evaluating criminal defendants with algorithms raises serious issues. The data come partly from police
reports, often race-biased. The other source, usually a questionnaire, also poses problems. Some ask defendants
for their family history of trouble with the law, unconstitutional if asked in court. When embedded in a
defendant’s score, it is considered “objective.” 137
A Harvard PhD with an African-American name was shocked to find a Google search with ads asking,
“Have you ever been arrested?”—ads not appearing for white colleagues. Her study found that Google’s
algorithm was inadvertently racist—it linked names likely for black people to ads relating to arrest records. 138
[Slide 33-Hair] Algorithms can easily encode prejudice and misunderstanding. These images of “unprofessional
hairstyles” 139 featuring predominantly black models are a good example. Some algorithms wait for a weather
forecast before setting work schedules, making it impossible for workers to plan for childcare, schooling, or a
second job. 140
Despite their power over our lives, their verdicts are beyond appeal, and frequently punish the poor. 141
McDonalds is more likely to choose employees with software than Goldman Sachs. Virginia Eubanks, who
wrote Automating Inequality, warns that AI provides “the emotional distance that’s necessary to make what are
inhuman decisions.” 142 She describes the Indiana welfare system, which assumes that most people in the system
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are frauds and don’t need help. AI rules reflect that, so any mistake in a multi-page application threatens
eligibility. 143 The drive to raise efficiency creates a drive to automate thinking. 144
Computer decision-making has the potential to overcome individual prejudice, say that of judges, but
only if algorithms are transparent and there is some scope for changing them to correct their shortcomings.
There are some limited attempts now to do this.145
Machine learning combined with big data is very powerful. [Slide34-faceAd] Facebook, Twitter and
other platforms monetize our data by creating detailed user profiles to help advertisers target us. Facebook
collects data on non-users, too. 146 Retired Harvard Business School professor Shoshana Zuboff describes this
as ‘surveillance capitalism.’ 147 These services derive value from their invasion of privacy. 148 “Free” electronic
toothbrushes beam brushing data to insurance companies. 149 Robotic vacuum cleaners collect data about our
rooms, so that companies like Amazon can ply us with advertisements for furnishings we currently lack. 150 It is
telling that Amazon spent more on R and D last year than Google, Apple or Microsoft.

151

A psychometrics

researcher using Facebook responses claims that his model, using only ten “likes” could judge someone’s
character more accurately than the average coworker; with seventy, more knowledge than a friend, and with 300
likes, predict behavior better than a partner. 152 This program helped Trump. 153 AI provides managers with
unusual control of employees, like monitoring their online social activity or every computer keystroke. Amazon
has patented a wristband that can track worker hand movements, and vibrate “to nudge them” into greater
efficiency. 154 Surveillance contributes to killing workplaces. 155 Social media and tracking apparently have
created such problem for human agents trying to live under assumed identities that the CIA is moving from
humans to computers. 156
Facial recognition is useful for verifying some financial transactions. However, Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter have already given access to a surveillance company used by law enforcement as a tool targeting
activists and protestors. 157 An FBI Database including photos of half of US adults has a nearly 15% error rate,
and is more likely to misidentify black people. 158 Cameras at facilities such as Madison Square Garden and
NASCAR Raceway scan faces for an age range, gender and sometimes attention to get a better idea of audience
demographics. Then an algorithm compares faces to a database to help identify the person, and if for security,
to determine if there is a risk. 159 US airports have begun this, despite a report that it "is not so good at
identifying ethnic minorities” because most subjects that trained it were white, nor those wearing glasses, hats
or scarves. 160
Miracle technologies don’t always work. [SLIDE35-Facial] In 2016, Carnegie-Mellon researchers used
glasses costing 22 cents to fool facial recognition systems. These rely on facial details, like the shape of a nose.
The glass frames were printed with patterns read by the computer as details of another person. This achieved up
to 100% success in misidentification. In one test, a white male subject was identified as a female actress with
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"with 88% accuracy.” Colin Powell, and John Malkovich were also misidentified. 161 The systems have had a
chilling improvement—Chinese police used such glasses to catch a fugitive in a crowd of about 50,000. 162
Consider the decisions that must be built into self-driving cars, such as who should be sacrificed in an
impending accident? 163 People want other drivers to use ethics codes that could sacrifice passengers, but they
want cars that protect themselves at all costs. 164 And then, how to thwart mischievous hackers? 165 These
questions are urgent, as these cars are already on our roads.

166

There is also an issue of spurious search results. [Slide36-google] A student asked a history professor
whether Warren Harding had been in the Ku Klux Klan. The professor was mystified until another student
pulled up a report 167 headlined, “Google’s Featured Snippets Are Worse than Fake News.” The problem stems
from a system change to give direct answers to questions above the usual list of web pages. Mass murderer
Dylann Roof claimed a Google search on “black on white crime” led him to massacre nine people in a South
Carolina church. Matches on “black on white crime" rather than “statistics on crime rates by race” give links to
racist sites with their own facts. 168 These have been corrected. [Slide37-Hawaii] As we hand more tasks to
computers, malfunctions are more disruptive, like the false report of a missile attack. Philosopher Daniel
Dennett recommends that AI developers be licensed and required to accept liability for their product, forcing
them to divulge known problems. 169 Europeans are already battling over robot personhood: should robots be
held responsible for damages they cause or manufacturers? 170
As previously noted, productivity growth has slowed while technological change is faster. 171 Robert
Solow’s 1987 quip still holds: "You can see the computer age everywhere but in the productivity statistics."
What is the problem—are productivity measures wrong? Or is implementation of available technology
impeded? Some contest our productivity measures as failing to capture all improvements. Free services from
Google, Spotify and others are paid for by advertising, not consumers. The free digital economy is valued at
production cost, so undervalued. 172 Others challenge the mismeasurement thesis, 173 as there have been parallel
slowdowns in many countries, with varying engagement in the digital economy. 174 They also point to new
costs, like a cell phone and internet connection, necessary because everyone you know is connected and public
phones don’t work, or antivirus programs, unnecessary before we were continuously on-line, also improperly
counted. 175
Economist Robert Gordon is an outlier, arguing that today’s innovations are less transformational than
those in the past. 176 Manufacturing, a major use of robots, accounts for only eight percent of U.S. employment;
warehouses, a little more. He predicted robots won’t soon replace us in services or construction. 177 In 2016, he
said, “Robots are having trouble standing up without falling over. Robots are having trouble walking up and
down stairs. Robots don’t have the dexterity to open bottles of pills.” 178 [Slide38-dishes,stairs] All these have
been solved. 179
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Economist Dani Rodrik’s answer is that technology’s major impact has been on media, information and
communications technology. These don’t employ a major part of the labor force and affect less than 10% of
output. 180 The average American spends more than a fifth 181 of waking hours watching tv or using a computter
for leisure, like gaming. “The robots aren't taking our jobs; they're taking our leisure.” 182 There has been little
innovation where consumers spend the most, like health, education, transportation, and housing.
Government and health care, for example, have had almost no productivity growth. These two sectors account
for more than a quarter of output. 183 Until technology spreads, job loss will be limited.
Brynjolffson and co-authors 184 conclude that implementation lags are the most likely reason. The full
realization of AI technologies requires complementary changes, some of which are costly. These include other
investments, redesign of supply chains, and retraining. And it is not only the cost of capital—overhauling
systems to use robots is complicated and risky. Economist editor, Ryan Avent, has a convincing explanation:
robots have pushed workers into the low-productivity, low-wage service sector because of our weak safety net.
And “workers are too cheap” to improve technology elsewhere. 185
[Slide39-growth] Extending Brynjolffson’s and Avent’s insights, another likely barrier is growth
constraints stemming from weak demand and other causes. Growth has slowed since 1991, and our current
expansion is the weakest of the postwar era. [Slide40-emratio] A recent study 186 of the decline in the ratio of
employment to population [the emratio] between 1999 and 2016 finds that a decline in labor demand, in
particular, the effects of imports and robots, had the greatest effect, with trade the largest. These two accounted for
35% of the decline. 187 Autor and colleagues found that Chinese imports reduced US firms’ research spending,

global sales and jobs in manufacturing, a major source of innovation. 188
[Slide41-Investment] Slow growth reflects sluggish investment. Reasons are various—for example,
weak consumer demand and rising industrial concentration, cited by the Economist, an unlikely source of
business critique. 189 Monopoly firms make entry of startups more difficult, and have themselves little incentive
to innovate, despite record high profits.
Weak demand is related to austerity, stagnant wages, and rising inequality. [Slide42medianpay] These
are median wages for recent college and high-school graduates, both now slightly lower than in 1990. Wage
stagnation has endured for so long that it has finally captured important attention. [Slide43-saving%] The rich
save more and spend less. McKinsey recently concluded that “weaker demand leads to weaker investment and
creates a vicious cycle for productivity and income growth.” They attributed weak demand to inequality as well
as wages, but recommended only wage increases. 190 Real minimum wages are below their level 50 years ago,
and men’s median wages have been stagnant 191 nearly as long. “… why would businesses en masse invest in
automation …if they can find desperate workers willing to be paid minimum wage?”192 “Willing” or not, many
have little choice. Weak wages reflect primarily weak worker power 193 and weak growth. A recent study found
wages are kept low by employers’ excessive power in labor markets. For example, “one in five workers with a
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high school education or less are subject to a noncompete” agreement, meaning that they can’t work for a
competitior. 194 Nor can they move from one Burger King to another. 195
There have been investment problems since at least 2000, and probably before, helping to explain the
push for privatization of government services, like education, which accelerated with the Reagan
Administration. 196 What is safer for investors than buying an already existing revenue base? Government
investment as a share of output has also declined, reinforcing the problem. What also changed with Reagan was
a rule change permitting stock buybacks. 197 Of the S&P 500 companies, 461 used 54% of total profits between
2007 and 2016 to buy back their stock. An additional 39% went to dividends. 198 It is hard to claim they need
tax cuts to finance investment when these uses absorbed of 93% of profits. The financial sector prefers
consumer apps like Snapchat over hardware. Some startups reported that “Chinese money was sometimes the
only available funding.” 199 Perhaps after Chinese entrepreneurs take the risks that new technology requires,
their success will inspire US companies to imitation. However, our lack of either social supports for workers or
prudence in adopting technology makes slow innovation a saving grace.
[Slide-44TechDeg] Workers, often blamed for lacking skills, are urged to get more education, despite
graduates with technical degrees exceeding projected jobs for them. [Slide45-educjobs] The role of education
either in explaining unemployment or protecting jobs is much exaggerated: in 2016, 63% of jobs, highlighted,
required only a high-school degree or less, according to the BLS. Though jobs requiring at least a college
degree are projected to grow faster, the majority of jobs in 2026 is still projected to be for high-school or less. 200
[Slide46-ColGradWages] For nearly three decades, roughly one-third of college graduates have worked in jobs
not requiring a college degree, 201 [Slide46sharegood] and the share of those in“good” non-college jobs has
diminished. 202 A “good” job is described as paying at least $45 thousand, a rather low bar. There is so far no
evidence of a skill shortage except perhaps in specialized areas.
It’s not only wages that evidence the deterioration of work. Katz and Krueger conclude that 94 percent
of net job growth between 2005 and 2015 apparently came from the gig economy, now nearly 16 percent of
jobs. 203 These are powered by AI.
The unanswered question is, will the jobs available absorb the whole work force? The New Yorker’s
Elizabeth Colbert 204 warns, “if it’s unrealistic to suppose that smart machines can be stopped, it’s probably just
as unrealistic to imagine that smart policies will follow.” Our problem is politics; not technology. We could
plan for those deprived of a job, either as growth lags or innovation speeds up. 205 The prospect of robots taking
over much work, especially drudge or dangerous work, “should fill us with joy.” 206 If we could find ways of
distributing the new wealth, AI could be a challenge rather than a disaster. Unfortunately, even our data
sources are deficient for tracking and predicting AI impacts. 207
Change is inevitable, but its speed and whether those losing are made whole determine the level of
misery. 208 Something is clearly necessary, given the catastrophe already faced by some: the rise in death rates
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for less educated whites since 2001 rivals the AIDS epidemic. 209 Many pundits recommend that workers get
better training. 210 However, with rapid change, improving education will always be “too little, too late,” 211
with students and workers having to “reinvent themselves over and over and faster and faster.” 212
According to Brian Arthur, production is now sufficient for everyone to have “a decent middle-class
life,” but access is “tightening.” 213 He doubts that jobs lost will be replaced, so access to goods for those
without earned income will be contentious. The late Stephen Hawking agrees, “Everyone can enjoy a life of
luxurious leisure if the machine-produced wealth is shared, or most people can end up miserably poor if the
machine-owners successfully lobby against wealth redistribution. So far, the trend seems to be toward [misery]
….” 214 Arthur reminds us that Keynes in “Economic possibilities for our grandchildren,” [1930] predicted
technological unemployment by 2030. Here Keynes described the coming era of plenty as one in which we can
recognize “the love of money as… a somewhat disgusting morbidity.” 215 The major problem he saw was “how
to occupy the leisure,” not access to livihood.
What policies are worth fighting for? Libertarians, especially, favor a basic income guarantee. Finland 216
and Canada are conducting trials, but Finland has recently cancelled theirs. 217 Everyone would receive it, so its
cost would be enormous. $10,000 a year for every American over 18, not exactly a life of luxury, would cost an
estimated $2.5 trillion a year 218—three-quarters of all taxes collected by the federal government in 2016. 219
Some supporters of a basic income propose a services guarantee, such as education, health, housing, and
transport, a good beginning. 220 Many, including the National Jobs for All Coalition, the Modern Money
Network, the Center for American Progress, 221 and now NY Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, prefer a job over an
income guarantee. [The recent California Democratic Party platform favors both. 222] This would cost less and
could provide models for good work and its satisfactions.
As taxes based on income will fall with jobs, 223 how can social programs be financed? Taxes on the
rich, for one. Warren Buffett agrees with Herbert Simon that social capital has fueled a major portion of
individual wealth: "If you stick me down in the middle of Bangladesh..., you find out how much this talent is
going to produce in the wrong kind of soil." Simon estimated that at least 80 percent of what we earn comes
from “being a member of an enormously productive social system.” 224 Yet the fruits of our common
inheritance aren’t broadly shared. They flow mostly to owners of capital. These social benefits–-a publiclytrained work force, public infrastructure, global technology created over centuries—justify generous social
programs, jobs for those who can work, and cash for those who can’t.
Bill Gates proposes taxing robots. Better to slow implementation with strictures that improve safety and
privacy. [Slide48-iphone] Mariana Mazzucato has a better funding idea--socializing both risks and rewards of
government-sponsored research rather than privatizing the rewards. Government ownership of a small share
of the intellectual property it has helped create would let the public share in an "innovation dividend." 225 Public
wealth, then, would grow with robots. Like the iphone, my Roomba vacuum cleaner benefitted from publicly-
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finded research. It uses an algorithm similar to a bomb disposal robot. 226 The inventor also created the multipurpose robot Baxter.
Let’s begin the innovation dividend with vacations—what about a month for everyone—[Slide49-hours]
and shorter work hours, starting with stressful jobs. Our yearly work hours are about the longest in the industrial
world. 227 Work for many is monitored and intense. New Deal programs that restored the environment and
provided infrastructure and other public goods are a fine model for jobs programs. Even Clinton’s Treasury
Secretary, Robert Rubin, now supports one. 228 So long as there is work that needs doing, we should favor a
government guarantee of a job at a decent wage, with shorter work time, generous pensions, healthcare, and
support for life-long learning.
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